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ALFALFA.

'I'he perennial plant known and called alfalfa by the
Spanish, and by the French, lucerne, has been grown ex
tensively and for many years in the Southwest under the
name of Chilian, or California clover.

Its botanical name, Medicaqo saiioa, from the Greek,
Medike, is derived from that language, meaning fodder
plant. It was known by the Greeks and Romans 2,:300
years ago, and was used as a forage long before the
Christian era.

Columella, Virgil and Cato speak of it in their writ
ings. When the Roman Empire flourished it furnished
food for the war horse. Grecian cattle cropped it UpOll the
hillsides, and the Spanish cavalier fed his horse upon it.
The Romans brought it from Media 470 B. C., hence its
generic name.

It "vas introduced into Mexico ill the time of the Con
quest; thence into South America, and from Chili into
California ill 1854, where it has been grown more suc
cessfully and ill greater quantities than elsewhere. It
found its vvay into Colorado early ill the sixties, having
been raised for the first time ill the State in the Platte val
ley, near Denver.

It flourishes at all altitudes below 7,000 feet, and in all
soils that will produce other good crops. Sandy and clay
Ioams are best adapted to its habits. Soils underlaid with
shale, or hard pan, are 110t cond ucive to its successful
growth, inasmuch as the roots of the plant must penetrate
the sub-soil until they find moisture. Where surface
drainage is good, and the land not too wet or too alkaline,
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it readily secures a stand, and the first season makes a crop
of one or two tons per acre-often without an irrigation in
this arid climate.

It is the most tenacious of all forage plants, ellduring
1110re harsh treatment, more dry weather, heat and cold,
after making a stand, than allY of the others, It is, in
deed, " a child of the sun," defying 'the hottest SUllS, the
driest soils and the greatest variations of temperature-s-in
fact, it keeps fresh and green while all other plants dry up
and die around it.

Its gro"\vtll is exceedingly rapid. In some soils and
under certain conditions it makes a growth of thirty to
forty-five inches a month, and in S01118 localities a cutting
every 111011tll in the summer season. The first cutting is
ready about the middle of June-just before blooming-s
and is considered the best for working teams, inasmuch as
it contains more fattening elements, and hence is a
stronger food. The second crop is cut ill July, and the
third ill Septelllher, and if the fourth is cut, it is ready in
October. The second crop, and particularly the third, is
better for milch cows, and animals that do not work, inas
much as it is l1101'e succulent, contains fewer coarse sterns
and is n101'e easily masticated.

The fee<Jing value, as seen ill the tables given, is clearly
demonstrated in practical stock feeding. No other clover,
grass or forage plant c0111pares with it, or contains a greater
per cent. of protein substances.

Horses gro\v fat all it a10118; cattle Blake fat, flesh and
milk ; sheep thrive and are perfectly hcalthv when feel on
it, raul even hogs, when pastured on it, need no other
food.

1'11e preparation of the soil for sowing alfalfa is about
the same as for clover, turnips, or other small seeds; if
quite moist, good stands are secured on the raw sad
merely by harrowing, or drilling the seed. The condition
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of the soil is everything, in rapid and successful germina
tion. Being] a rapid grower, and very succulent, it re
quires a large amount of moisture to start it successfully
and keep it growing until well rooted, as when once rooted
it is '-safe.

The amount of seed per acre necessary to secure a
good stand for hay, is twenty to twenty-five pounds; for
seed, twelve to sixteen pounds are sufficient. As the plant
bears its seeds so differently from red clover, thick seeding
is detrimental to the propagation of a large yield on ac
count of its growing not on the top like red clover, but
upon the entire plant, from bottom to top. For hay, the
seed on sandy soil should be SOWll alone; on cloddy,
clayey soils, wheat, oats or barley in small quantity can
be sown with it for shade. Timothy and orchard grass,
when sown with alfalfa, serve to keep it fro111 lodging, and
when in sufficient quantities, they become a preventive
of hoven in the feeding and pasturing of cattle and sheep.
The seed should be sown with a drill, as it is much more
evenly and uniformly distributed, and after drilling, a
light harrowing crosswise assists in an even stand, and
hastens germination. The time to sow depends very 111uch
all the soil and climate. So soon as all fear of frost is
galle and the soil is 1110ist and warm, so,v-about April 20
to May 10. Even earlier sowing has proved very success
ful in S0111e soils and seasons, especially where it is done
in old wheat or oat stubble, without previous preparation.

CUTTING AND CUHIXG.

Alfalfa should be cut just before blooming, somewhat.
earlier than red clover. At that stage of its gro,vth the
plant contains the greatest amount of valuable feeding
BUbstances.

When slightly wilted it should be raked into winrows,
and then put into small cocks to be cured. If left to cure
hefor(! raki~1f!, the sterns become hard and drv, the leaves

.... , ~ i
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drop off, the color is lost, and much of the hay is ren
dered unfit for feed. Curing is the most important opera
ti011 of all ill making alfalfa hay.

IRRIGATION.

On the low land, "There the roots have access to moist
ure continually. alfalfa needs little or 110 irigation. When
water is applied, it should be done before cutting, for two
t\VO reasons-it stimulates the growth of the next crop,
and in the cutting the mower does its work much better
and 1110re effectively, the sterns being more pliable and
easily cut.

In the experience of many farmers, alfalfa is the
best renovator and the best green crop for fertilizing soils
of any thus far tried. It not only kills all noxious weeds,
but puts into the soil in quantities manurial clements
found to be invaluable to the gro\\rth of any crop. Many
experiments among farmers, but not at the Experiment
Station, have proved it to be fifty per cent. better than red
clover. TIle roots being very large and 1011g, not only en
rich, but make the soil porous and well suited, not only to
its own gro\vth, but the gro"rth of any other plant.

Just why alfalfa has, when fed green or wet, a greater
tendency to bloat cattle and sheep than other forage, has
not yet been fully or satisfactorily explained. Whether it
is due to the alkali of the soil absorbed by the plant, or to
its very succulent growth, or to its quality, remains yet to
be demonstrated. It is a fact that it is a dangerous pas
ture for cattle and sheep, unless the weather is very dry,
or unless the stock are first fed with dry feed before being
driven upon it.

ALFALFA PARASITES.

'I'he dodder (C(uscuta) are annual, leafless, climbing
plants that twine around the plant destined to be the fos
ter parent, and into the structure of which they send out
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aerial sucker-like roots at the points of contact, and
through these imbibe the sap of the host plant.

The stems of the dodder are orange or reddish colored,
and consist of small, fleshy tendrils twisted around a
branch. At the base of the flowers and at the joints of
the sterns may be found minute scales. These are rudi
mentary leaves; but the plant in its present stage of de
velopment has no need of green leaves, as it finds its food
already prepared in the host plant.

The flowers appear ill clusters around the stem, which
very soon form fruit; the latter consists of four seeds,
which do not split into lobes, but open and put forth a lit
tle spiral body, which is the embryo. The seeds are des
titnte of cotyledons, and so are dependent for their devel
opment, for a short time, on the albumen stored up in the
seed. The number of flowers in each cluster ranges from
ten to twenty, and the seeds are of a pale gray color, dif
ficult to detect with the naked eye, and hence the rapid
spread of the plant.

When the seed falls to the ground, it usually re
mains dormant until the following spring-sometimes,
however, it gernlinates the same season, if the conditions
are favorable.

With the return of spring, the embryo begins growth
by sending one end into the soil, and with the other it
sends up a stem turning from right to left, or contrary to
the sun's apparent motion, Up to this stage its growth is
like that of any ordinary plant, but its existence is brief,
if no friendly stern be within reach. If it touch some
living branch or stern, it seizes it by means of sucker-like
roots, which it at once throws out, and then it goes on
twining and fastening itself to the foster plant and to
other plants in its vicinity.

It now ceases to have any connection with the soil,
and is a true parasite, feeding on the juices of the plant
it has seized UpOll.
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The dodder will obtain a foothold upon any plant
whose stem is not too large for it to encircle, but it is par
ticularly injurious to clover, alfalfa and hops. They are na
tives of the temperate regions of both hemispheres, and the
seeds possess acrid and purgative properties.

In this region, where seeds rarely perish from untoward
conditions, the dodders nlay become an enemy to the
growth of the plants mentioned,

As it is all annual, however, it can be destroyed before
it has seeded, which may be done by cutting the infected
portion of the crop close to the ground and then burning it.

But this would have to be done thoroughly, as, in the
case of alfalfa, the dodder flowers quite close to the ground,
where it cannot easily be seen, and a few seeds remaining
continues the plant another year.

It is, however, much easier to prevent its introduction
than to get rid of it; for, when such a plant has obtained
a foothold, it has been shown to be extremely difficult to
exterminate, or to keep in check. '

Alfalfa seeds are about two lines long and about one
and one-fourth broad, while dodder seeds are little more
than half the size.

If clover and alfalfa seeds are well sifted through a
seive of proper size, the dodder will be readily separated.
If crops are to be free from the dodder pests, the farmer
illlist see to it that the seed for the crop is clean.

Our native flora is said to embrace six species and Olle
variety. TIle species parasitic on alfalfa in this vicinity
are Cuscuta epiliuus, the flax dodder (introduced), and Cus

cuia Groncnn:'z:, a species abundant ill wet, shady places from
the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic States, and also par
asitic on Amhroeio. trifida and other composites.
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CHEMICAL SECTION.

The question of the composition and digestibility of
alfalfa, the chief forage crop of Colorado, has, from time to
nme, engaged the attention of the agricultural pr~s, and
the leading farmers of this region; in addition to this, the
proper time to cut alfalfa in order to secure the greatest
amount of nutriment, has never been definitely settled
where the plant was grown under irrigation; in order to
answer these questions satisfactorily, alfalfa. was cut at
four different periods of qrouih. and mat-urity, viz. : When,

1. Beginning to bud.
2. In full bloom.
3. When bloom was half ripened.
4. When seed was fully ripe.
The samples were cut, immediately weighed, and

dried on canvas in the open air on the barn floor to a
constant weight.

The amount of water lost was approximately 50 to 78
per cent. in the different periods, and the exact quantity
for each is noted in the column of remarks ill the table.
The water named in the column headed "\vater," ill the
table, is the amount of moisture driven off' when the sub
stance was heated in an air bath to 1000 C. The samples
from the San Luis Station were from the farm of Mr.
David Best, near Del Norte, Colorado, while those from
Bent Station were from the farms of several persons near
Rocky Ford, Colorado.

"1'11e analyses were made in duplicate, and the method
pursued was that adopted by the Association of Official
Agricultural Chemists ~ill con~"entionat V\Tashiugton, D. C.,
August ~)-10, 1888.

EXPLANATION OF THE ANALYSES OF FEEDING STUFFS.

lVafe'f-rrhe amount of "Tater in forage plants is constant
ly changing with the temperature and the dryness of the air
to which it is exposed, and no just comparison of samples
can be made unless the amount of water be known. The
,vater is expelled by heating a weighed quantity in the air
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bath at 1000 C. until the weight is consta.nt---the loss is
water. A rcflucment of this method is to dry the sample
in a stream of hydrogen gas until no further loss occurs.

. Ash-.A.sh is what is left after the combustible matters
of the analysis in question are burned a,vay, at a 10"1" red
heat; there is usually a little charcoal and also some sand

. that has been washed or blown upon the plants; these are
sometimes called accidental inpurities,

Fat, 01' Crude Pht-Ineludes everything which can be
extracted from the feeding stuff by absolute ether; in this
list is commonly included chlorophyll ( the green coloring
matter of plants) fat, wax and fat oil.

Alincminoul Niiroqen (Prote·£IH)-'I'his includes all those
nitrogenous substances which resemble white of egg, flesh,
fibrin, milk casein (curd). The amount of' nitrogen found
is multiplied by (j.211; this number is based upon the fact
that albuminoid» contain about 1() per cent of pure nitro
gell ; this is but all approximation, but it is sufficiently ac
curate for practical purposes and is the number generally
agreed upon; it is well kI10"']1 that nitrogen is found
ill other combinations than albuminoids, viz., in
amides, alkaloids, nitrates. etc., but in these it is usually
in small proportion, and doe- nut material ly influence
the result.

Crude Fiber, 01' Cellulose-Is the essential part of the
walls of vegetable cells. It is in quite a pure state in cotton
fiber; it is quite insoluble, and remains as a residue when
the fecdins; stuff has been treated with acid and alkali.

There --is another constituent called earbohvdrate or
nitrogen free extract, and it includes such bodi~s as gUlll,

starch, ~ngar, etc. These are extracted by water or
dilute acids. but they are alwavs indirectly deterlnined
by subtracting the sum of ash, fat, albtinli110ids and
crude fiber from the total dry matter.

," e are now prepared to consider the table containing
the results of the analyses of alfalfa, clover, grass and
wheat bran conducted il~ the Colorado Experin1811t Station
laboratory:
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